Results obtained concern the likelihood that randomly chosen machines admit nontrivial decompositions of their state behavior.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper some results of probabilistic nature are obtained concerning the function fl,~ : (finite state) machines ~ integers, where /3n~ is defined as follows:
given an n-state, p-input machine 8, fln~ (8) is the number of nontrivial SP partitions of 8 [1] , [2] .
A justification for this investigation is that fin, (8) can be regarded as a rough measure of the decomposability of 8, since according to Hartmanis and Stearns [1] , [2] , the decompositions of a machine are associated with its nontrivial SP partitions.
The material is divided into seven sections. In the first we obtain some simple results concerning partitions and recall the basic facts about machine decomposition.
In Section 2 we formally introduce fin, and derive a formula for its expectation, which can be regarded as a measure of the average decomposability of n-states, p-input machines. In Sections 3 and 4 the dependency of fin. on the parameters n and p is investigated for n --~ oo. This amounts to study the decomposability of large machines as a function of the sizes of memory and input. It turns out that for n ~ almost all n-state, p-input machines have an unbounded number of decompositions if the input p increases as a function p(n) of the memory n, in such a way that lim~,~ p(n)/ln n -----0. Conversely almost all n-state, p-input machines are for n ~ indecomposable ifp increases as a function ofn in such a way that limn~o In nip(n) = O.
Section 5 is devoted to clock decompositions [3] , i.e., decompositions which have an autonomous machine or clock as first component. It turns out that the results already obtained about decompositions of large machines also hold for clock decompositions; i.e., for n --* oo almost all n-state, p(n)-input machines have an unbounded * This work was done while the author was with the Systems Engineering Laboratory, University of Michigan, and was supported by AF 30(602)-3596. number of clock decompositions or do not have any clock decomposition if p(n)/ln n --> 0 or In nip(n) -~ O, respectively. This result is quite surprising since clock decompositions seem to be rather specialized and therefore much less probable than general decompositions.
Finally in Section 6 and 7 some other results obtained in [4] and open problems are indicated.
PRELIMINARIES
We denote by I S I the cardinality of a set S and by [n] the set {1, 2,..., n} where n is any positive integer.
A partition ~r on a set S is a collection of disjoint subsets of S whose set union is S. The subsets are called blocks of ~r.
A partition on In] is nontrivial if it has more than 1 and less than n blocks. When we write out a partition we list its blocks in order of nondecreasing cardinality. For example, if partition ~r on [7] has blocks (1, 5}, (3, 6, 7} and {2, 4}, then we write   or   = {{1, 5}, {2, 4}, {3, 6, 7}},   rr = {{2, 4}, {1, 5}, {3, 6, 7}}. A subdivision of a positive integer n is a sequence of integers ~b = nln 2 ... n~, with 0<n 1 ~n~ ~-" ~nk, such that k ~.~=1 ni = n. The subdivision ~b = nln 2 ... nk will also be written as v~Xv~z ... v~ where v 1 , v~ ..... vr are the distinct numbers appearing in 4J, with v t < re+ a , and a t is the number of repetitions of the number v e in ~b. For example, the subdivision 2 3 3 5 of 13 is also written 21325 a or, more simply, 2 335.
Subdivisions are well known in combinatorial analysis under the name of partitions of an integer ([.5]; chapter 6); however, in order to avoid confusion between the concepts of partitions on a set and partition of the number of elements of the set itself, we will not use the traditional term.
A subdivision ~b of n is nontrivial if ~b 4:1 n and ~b 4= n. We shall denote by ~g~ the set of all nontrivial subdivisions of n.
The subdivision of a partition ~r = {B1, B~ ,. [n] which has SP for 3.
AVERAGE NUMBER OF SP PARTITIONS
Theorem 1.1 and other results of [1] indicate that the decomposition of a machine can be analyzed in terms of its nontrivial SP partitions. In particular, the number of nontrivial SP partitions of a machine 8 can be regarded as a measure of the decomposability of 8. finu will be considered as a random variable defined over [n]t-l• which is considered as a sample space of equiprobable elements. In the following, we shall obtain a formula for the expectation of/3~. DEFINITION 2.2. Given a subdivision ~b = nln ~ ... nk of the integer n, let ~r be a fixed partition on In] with subdivision ~b. We define Q(~b, p) as the number of (n, p)-machines for which *r has SP. We shall also denote Q(~b, 1) as Q(~b).
Note that for reasons of symmetry Q(~b, p) does not depend upon the choice of ~r.
LEMMA 2.1.
Proof. An (n, p)-machine is described by the np integers
In how many ways is it possible to assign the n~. values of the restriction off to Bj X {x}, to obtain an (n, p)-machine for which 7r has SP ? From Definition 2. A severe limitation of (2.2) is that its computational complexity is proportional to the number of elements of 7t~. Since this number increases quite rapidly with n, (2.2) is not practically applicable for large n.
It is, however, possible to study the statistical decomposability of large machines using suitable bounding techniques. This investigation leads to very simple results as illustrated in the next section. given by:
The average number of elementary partitions of an (n, p)-machine is
where Nn~(~'s) is the number of (n, p)-maehines for which the partition r s is elementary. is given by:
Proof.
The variance of the number of elementary partitions of an (n, p )-machine
We introduce a matrix 11 eij H(i = hoof. Proof. We have from Lemma 3.1 :
where we have used the relation 1 --= enln(l_a)= e ( n 2n' > -;
Given an integer K from Lemma (3.4) we have: called the set of subdivisions generated by $, as follows:
g(~b) = {lnln 2 ... nk} if /'/1 = /12 g(~b) = {ln,n 2 "'" nk, (nl + 1)n2 '" nk} if nl < n2 and g(~b) = {12(n --1), 2(n --1), ln} if ~b = l(n --1).
ASYMPTOTIC DECOMPOSABILITY (SECOND PART)
In this section we shall prove that if p is a function such that where n is the integer of which 6 is a subdivision. Clearly by Theorem 2.1
E(n + 1, h ln(n + 1)) = E E(g(6))" ceY,. 
E(n + 1, h ln(n + 1)) E(g(6)) E(n, h In n)
~< max --
*~'-E(6)
In the following lemmas an upper bound will be obtained for the quantity Then for large n:
max E(g (6) ) .
Let 6 = nln2 "'" nk e 7in, 61 -~-lnln2 "'" n, E ~,~+1, and

Pl( n, 6) = E(61) ~(6) "
In n
Pl(n, 6) < 1----n
Proof. We rewrite 6 = Wnm+l"'" nk, where nm+l > 1 and l~ ... nu denotes nl "'" n~ for m = 0. We have Q(r 1~'~'"+~' n ~ 1 1
(n+l)(l+!)"<(n+l)e 1-1/"
We now rewrite Q(r where we have used the inequalities nk < e(nl + 1) and h > (ln(4/e + 1)) -1. By evaluating the constants in the exponents of (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8), we find that the bound on P2 given by (4.10) dominates for large n the bounds given by (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8). Let $ = l(n --1) ~ ~. Then for large n:
Proof. The same bound holds afortiori for ~b = nln~ "'" n~, with n 1 = n~ since in this case E(g(~b)) = pt(n ' ~b)
E(4,)
Finally, for ~b = (l(n --1)), Lemma 4.6 shows that for large n:
E(r " < n +-----f
The bound for E(g(~))/E(~) given by (4.13) clearly dominates the bound given by (4.12), and consequently holds also for the ratio E(n + 1, h ln(n + 1))/E(n, h ln n) from Lemma 4.3.
Let now n o be a fixed integer such that (4.12) and (4.13) hold with n = n o . We have for n > n o :
E(n o h ln no) -~ I-I E(m, h ln m)
Let p be a function such that
In n Xim = 0
Then for sufficiently large n:
e(n, p(n)) < E(n, h In n).
Hence: A clock is essentially equivalent to a 1-input machine. We have defined it as an input independent (n, p)-machine to be consistent in the following with our previous definition of machine decomposition. In this section we quote without proof some results of probabilistic nature concerning other structural properties of machines. For a detailed proof see [4] .
In the following p(n) denotes a function from the naturals to the naturals. ,,~ f~ = 0 then for n --~ ov almost all (n, p(n))-machines are q-decomposable while if lim f,(n) = 0 n ~~ then for n --~ oo almost all (n, p(n))-machines are not T-decomposable. Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 shows that fl(n ) = In n, and it would be interesting to obtainfo(n) for ~ < 1.
c) Finally one could consider the case of machines with output. The quantity to be probabilistically analyzed would then be the "number of nontrivial output consistent SP partitions of a n-state, p-input, q-output machines" (see [1] , Section 2.5). In particular this would lead to a probabilistic anal)sis of the reducibility properties of machines.
